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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

Leave all that you feel and observe, guarding in the heart all that may be similar to you or all that
may be indifferent to you. Pray with Me so that My rays may be able to impregnate each state that
the consciousness lives.

Do not disturb your heart with what may happen. Allow the neutrality of My Heart to conquer you
so that you may learn in My humility and in inner transparence.

Rejoice whenever something against your thoughts and feelings is said because each stair that you
climb will mean a new experience to be lived. In this way you will find the essence of being in the
emptiness of yourself and you will not search for a mental explanation for each situation in life.

The souls must carry and bear in their spiritual evolution the weight of the personality or of what the
world calls ego. To work for My Father means to die to oneself every day, to die to oneself for what
one lives or to die to oneself for what is said to one. For this you must acquire a noble and peaceful
spirit so that the issues between the consciousnesses may not become divisions and there may begin
to be a lack of love towards the neighbor.

Take the example of My Path with the Apostles and there you will see the Infinite Love that was
radiated to all of them. Without love, unity will be impossible realize and consequently the plans of
My Father will be restricted by the consciousnesses.

For this participate with the heart of the source of My Mercy and you will be able to see how
everything works out whenever there is the value of transforming oneself.

Humanity as a whole still needs much mercy and piety. May your hearts be the channel so that My
Source may be able to be poured and in this way My Spirit may be able to heal your deep
beings, your unconscious.

Each lesson that presents itself in the life of My Disciples presents itself in order to demonstrate the
degree of love reached from the experience of consecration to Me. For this is needed great bravery
so that amongst My Followers may be transcended the obstacles of consciousness and the veils that
divide the unity between My Flocks.

You will see that between My Heart and the Heart of My Mother reigns the unity between
Ourselves and God because there reigns the Love to the same Purpose.

Under the Love of the Father, be united and merciful.

Thank you for guarding My words in the heart!

Christ Jesus, the Instructor. 


